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After all the romance of valentine's week, the morning of 15 Feb brought 

the sound of slaps and claps. Being the slap day and the opening morning 

of Murious 8.0, the day was ought to be full of fun and happening events. 

The much anticipated tech fest of Jaypee University of Information 

Technology kicked off with the declaration by Dr. Y. Medury and the 

gaming alley at Open Cafe. The extremely cold weather and even 

snowfall in the campus in the evening could not stop the sincere and 

honest efforts of the JYC Tech Club and the first day of Murious saw 

successful organisation of events like techno biz quiz, Robo race, Maths 

quiz and most importantly LAN gaming which was a pure success. Day-

2 was a sunny one and saw the events of non-technical clubs like 

Synapse (Bio club), Literary club, Cultural club. Then came the most 

awaited event, “PAINTBALL”, which saw the fight of the colours and 

was full of fun. Some very innovative events like mock placements and 

virtual bidding also took place. Virtual bidding witnessed a “maggi” 

being sold at Rs 12000! Then came the cultural night, “Synchroton-

2014”, which was sheer entertainment as always. UBC ( United 

Bhangra Club) emerged victorious in the dance competition. The night 

provided a perfect culmination to the 2 day extravaganza.      

	 	 	 	 	

-Pushpak	Passey

pushpak.passey@juitreverie.net

MURIOUS 8.0 Hey JUITians!

Back from the mid-semester 

break, leaving behind the haunting 

memories of mid-semester exams, 

everyone in the University is 

involved in some way or the other 

i n  t h e  p r e p a r a t i o n s  o f  L e 

Fiestus’14, the annual Cultural 

Fest.

The campus seems bright and 

energetic, specially in the night 

when preparations are in full 

swing. Reverié promises you to 

cover it in its own unique way and 

give you guys a jolly time.

Feel free to contact us. Write to us 

at admin@juitreverie.net.

-Shubham	Tayal

editorinchief@juitreverie.net

Editor’s Note
2 2

Reverié presents

Reverié, on behalf of JUIT, welcomes

Prof. Shiban Kishen Kak,
the new Vice Chancellor of the University.

We wish him All the Best for his stay at JUIT.
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INIZIO’14
-Abhinav	Aggarwal

“Keep close to nature's heart and break clear away to the green nature to wash your spirit clean”.

This message was given through the environment week organized by JYC Environment Club. INIZIO'14, the Environment week of 
thJUIT started off on 10  February 2014, with “Enviro Hunt” as its first event with the theme “Go Green”. In this event, the students were 

divided into teams of two who competed in the five rounds of “Enviro Hunt”. The teams participated in different events to finally create 

the phrase “SAVE ENVIRONMENT”. First team to complete all these rounds first were declared winners.

The second day was observed as the “Water Conservation Day” of INIZIO '14 by the event “Water Doodle”. In this event, the teams of 

students created a doodle on “WATER. This exciting event came to close with two teams tied for both winner's and runner-up's 

position.

The third day was honoured as the “Food Conservation Day” of INIZIO '14. On this day, the members of Environment Club created 

awareness regarding importance of saving food among the JUITians. Also the food wastage of Annapurna mess was noticed during the 

entire environment week. A gradual decrease in food wastage was witnessed in the “Food Wastage Chart”.

On the fourth day, the awaited event was “INNOVA”, the best out of waste competition. In this event teams showed their creative skills 

with innovating new ideas with the waste material provided by the club. These teams create some magnificent craft but the best one 

won.

On the sixth day, INIZIO '14 in collaboration with Murios 8.0 conducted the event “BolBacchan”. In this event, the students gave 

presentations on some serious topics related to environment. 
thINIZIO '14 drew to a close on February 16 , with the play “Awaaz”. The members of environment club acted in the play to spread 

awareness among the people of JUIT about the commercial land in resourceful and green villages being turned into wastelands. They 

also depicted that through determination and hard work, the villagers can turn around tables and save their beloved lands.

Eventually, INZIO '14 was a unique environment week celebrated for the first time in JUIT.

MOTO G-A REVIEW
-Sumeet	Chahal

After a long period of unsuccessful attempts to regain its footing in the smart phone market, Motorola finally seems to have found 
a way in with its latest android budget device, the Moto G. If you are looking forward to buying a device with good specifications 
at a low price, then look no further. Priced between 12000 to 14000 Rupees, this is currently the best low budget device in the 
market.

LOOKS

The Moto G is a plastic but durable device with a curved design that feels good in the hand. It is not a very slim phone but that is 

hardly an issue for the average buyer. The 4.5 inch 720p screen is a delight because of its 720 X 1280 resolution and a pixel 

density of 326 ppi. This ensures sharper images and smoother text when compared with other devices in its price range. A cool 

feature about this phone is the replaceable back cover. You can choose from a variety of back covers with different colours.

HARDWARE

The Moto G is equipped with a Quad Core Snapdragon 400 processor and an Adreno 305 GPU which is relatively old but is still 

powerful enough to ensure a smooth experience with the device. The 1 GB RAM is sufficient for multitasking without any 

shutters or lag. The 5 megapixel camera is not too good though. It comes with a non expandable built in storage space of 8 GB and 

16 GB.

 SOFTWARE

Unlike market giants like Samsung and HTC, Motorola decided to use stock android on the Moto G. Thus, the phone runs 

considerably faster than the others because it is free of useless apps and thus, has plenty of free RAM available all the time. It was 

launched with android 4.3 onboard and is currently upgradeable to the latest version, namely Kit Kat 4.4.2.

 DRAWBACKS

It feels totally wrong to point out some minor flaws in the Moto G considering its low price but amazing specs. But still, these 

might pose problems in the long run so I decided to include them. Firstly, the 8GB variant has about 5 GB usable storage spaces 

which will fill up in no time. So it is advisable to get the 16GB Variant. Another drawback is the poor quality camera which takes 

average quality pictures. Features like 4G and NFC are missing. The absence of these features is good in a way because this 

helped Motorola to keep the price low and no one uses 4G and NFC in India anyway.

CONCLUSION

The Moto G is one of the best devices in the market right now. If you are looking for a great phone that has a good value for 

money, this is the thing to buy. It is already selling by bucket loads in India so hurry up and make this phone yours before it runs 

out of stock....again.
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JYC PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Fellow JUITians,
After the rigorous work by all the JYC clubs, we finally present Le Fietsus-2014. The first open festival 
of JUIT is all set to become the largest festival of the state with various artists coming from all genres. 
Bringing out the importance of being distinct and different, this year we profoundly acknowledge "the 
reverence for diversity".    

So let's gear up to celebrate the most amazing time of the academic calendar and make this fest a grand 

success.

THE REVERENCE FOR DIVERSITY

It's very hard to say the phrase 'Indian Culture'. The singular 'culture' doesn't do India justice. One could 
maybe get away with 'Mexican culture' or 'French culture' and generalize them, but in India its 'cultures'.
If you actually start to dive into the root of Indian culture, you'll start to realise that it has always been 
diversity that has driven us. And here at JUIT, it's no different. This year, at the grand Le Fiestus 2014, we 
celebrate our diversity - diversity of cultures, diversity of cuisines, diversity of dance forms, diversity of 
ethnic backgrounds and diversity of everything that surrounds us. Come, join us.
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PhotoBLAST

Birthdays This Month

JUITians, want to know when your teachers were born? Reverié lets you 
know their birthdays. Have a look.


ndDr. Surajit Kumar Hazra  -  2  April


thDr. Dheeraj Sharma   -  7  April


thDr. Sunil Kumar Khah   -13  April


thDr. Pradeep Kumar Gupta  -18  April


thMrs. Rashmi Sud Chaudhary  -18  April

So friends, remember these dates and don't forget to take a grand 
party from your respec�ve teacher.

P.S. Due to lack of data we might have missed someone's birthday. 
We apologize for that. We will be upda�ng our data soon.

Happy Birthday

                                                                                                              	-Preetish	Thakur
preetishthakur007@gmail.com

Do	you	think	you	have	a	
thing	for	capturing	photos?	
Want	your	click	to	be	
published	in	the	JUIT	

newsletter?	Send	us	your	
picture	at	

jyc.reverie@gmail.com	
along	with	a	caption,	your	
name	and	your	email	id.	
The	best	one	will	be	picked	
and	published	in	our	next	

issue.

CARAVAN	:	A	JYC-Reverié	Publication.
For	any	queries	or	suggestions	:	admin@juitreverie.net

www.juitreverie.net
©	Reverie	2014

Call for Articles

University Magazine will be 
out by next month. People who 
are interested in sending their 
articles/ poems/ sketches/ 
photographs or any other 
relevant material are requested 
to send us an  e-mail of the soft 
copy at admin@juitreverie.net 
as soon as possible.

We would also love to have 
some material from the JUIT 
Faculty.

For any queries, contact the 
undersigned.

-Shubham Tayal 
(Editor-in-Chief)
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